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ABSTRACT
RNA molecules can fold into complex and stable 3D structures, allowing them to carry out important genetic, structural,
and regulatory roles inside the cell. These complex structures often contain 3D pockets made up of secondary structural
motifs that can be potentially targeted by small molecule ligands. Indeed, many RNA structures in PDB contain bound small
molecules, and high-throughput experimental studies have generated a large number of interacting RNA and ligand pairs.
There is considerable interest in developing small molecule lead compounds targeting viral RNAs or those RNAs implicated
in neurological diseases or cancer. We hypothesize that RNAs that have similar secondary structural motifs may bind to
similar small molecule ligands. Toward this goal, we established a database collecting RNA secondary structural motifs
and bound small molecule ligands. We further developed a computational pipeline, which takes as input an RNA sequence,
predicts its secondary structure, extracts structural motifs, and searches the database for similar secondary structure motifs and interacting small molecule. We demonstrated the utility of the server by querying α-synuclein mRNA 5′ UTR sequence and finding potential matches which were validated as correct. The server is publicly available at http
://RNALigands.ccbr.utoronto.ca. The source code can also be downloaded at https://github.com/SaisaiSun/RNALigands.
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INTRODUCTION
RNA molecules not only carry genetic information; they
also have other important structural, regulatory, and catalytic roles. From a structural aspect, RNAs such as ribosomal RNA (rRNA) or small nuclear RNAs (snRNA) can form
large and complex ribonuclear particles (RNP), for example, ribosome and spliceosome. From a regulatory aspect,
riboswitches, microRNAs, piRNAs can regulate gene expression post-transcriptionally. From a catalytic aspect, ribosomal RNAs, ribozymes, self-splicing introns can carry
out complex enzymatic functions. To carry out these functions, RNA molecules are often required to fold into specific secondary and tertiary structures and interact with other
nucleic acids, proteins, or small molecules inside cells. It
has been increasingly appreciated in the research and
pharmaceutical community that, similar to proteins, RNA
molecules can also serve as important therapeutic targets,
targeted by small RNAs or small molecule ligands. It has
been proposed that RNAs behave similarly to proteins as
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drug targets and contain many potential binding pockets
that can be targeted by small molecules (Warner et al.
2018; Hewitt et al. 2019). Indeed, RNAs such as riboswitches bind to a wide variety of metabolites (Mironov
et al. 2002; Mandal et al. 2003; Winkler et al. 2003;
Warner et al. 2007; Garst et al. 2011); other examples of interactions between RNA and small molecules have also
been well documented (Li and Disney 2018; Velagapudi
et al. 2018; Costales et al. 2019; Matarlo et al. 2019). In addition, a number of studies have focused on finding small
molecules that can target viruses and oncogenes in tumors
(Lozano et al. 2016; Velagapudi et al. 2016; Costales et al.
2017). All of these point to exciting and timely research opportunities in cataloging and studying RNA and small molecular interactions. Toward this goal, we have built a
database and web server, RNALigands, which can facilitate
these research endeavors.
© 2022 Sun et al. This article is distributed exclusively by the RNA
Society for the first 12 months after the full-issue publication date
(see http://rnajournal.cshlp.org/site/misc/terms.xhtml). After 12
months, it is available under a Creative Commons License
(Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0 International), as described at http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/.
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There have been previous efforts in cataloging and
searching for RNA sequence and structural motifs, notably
RNAMotif (Macke et al. 2001), RNAProfile (Pavesi et al.
2004), CMfinder (Yao et al. 2006), RNAMotifScan (Zhong
et al. 2010), and BEAR (Mattei et al. 2014; Pietrosanto
et al. 2018; Adinolfi et al. 2019), among others. These tools
are useful in finding enriched secondary or tertiary RNA motifs, for example, unique types of bulges or loops. There is
another class of databases or algorithms which were designed to study the structural properties of RNA sequences
bound by trans-regulators such as RNA binding proteins
(RBPs). These tools include MEMERIS (Hiller et al. 2006),
RNAContext (Kazan et al. 2010), GraphProt (Maticzka et al.
2014), and ssHMM (Heller et al. 2017). Another class of software attempts to directly conduct docking experiments between RNA 3D structures and small molecule ligands;
notable programs include rDOCK (RiboDock) (Morley and
Afshar 2004; Ruiz-Carmona et al. 2014), AutoDock
(Moitessier et al. 2006; Morris et al. 2009), DrugScoreRNA
(Pfeffer and Gohlke 2007), MORDOR (Guilbert and James
2008), Dock6 (Lang et al. 2009), DARS-RNP and QUASIRNP (Tuszynska and Bujnicki 2011), LigandRNA (Philips
et al. 2013), SPA-LN (Yan and Wang 2017), and RNAPosers
(Chhabra et al. 2020). Despite the usefulness of these databases and servers, to the best of our knowledge there has
not been very active research in cataloging and predicting
RNA and small molecule ligand interactions. A database,
LigandRNA, was previously published in 2013, but has not
been updated and is currently not accessible as of early
2021 (Philips et al. 2013). At the time when we were submitting this paper, another computational method, RNAmigos,
was published (Oliver et al. 2020). RNAmigos represents
RNA 3D pockets as networks and uses deep learning to classify and predict bound ligands. There are major differences
between RNAmigos and RNALigands as RNALigands do
not require 3D structure as direct input. In addition to the
computational approaches, there have been experimental
high-throughput approaches investigating RNA and small
molecule ligand interactions. Perhaps the most relevant resource is the Inforna database developed by Disney et al.
(2016), but it primarily focuses on microRNA and ligand
interactions.
We have taken a novel approach in tackling this problem
from the perspective of RNA secondary structures. We reasoned that, similar to ligand binding sites in proteins, the
recurring RNA secondary or tertiary structure motifs form
the basis of interactions between RNA and small molecule
ligands. We first searched and collected instances of RNA
secondary structure motif–small molecule ligand interactions through three databases, PDB, R-BIND, and Inforna
(Berman et al. 2000; Disney et al. 2016; Morgan et al.
2019). We further developed a computational pipeline,
which takes an RNA sequence as input, predicts its secondary structure, extracts secondary structural motifs, and
searches our RNALigands database for similar secondary
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structural motifs. Our rationale is that RNA sequences
that have similar secondary structural motifs are also likely
to bind to similar small molecular ligands; such information
is very useful in screening for a small molecule compound
that potentially targets these RNAs (Disney et al. 2016).
We demonstrated the utility of the server by querying
α-synuclein mRNA 5′ UTR sequence and showing potential
matches. The server is publicly available at http://
rnaligands.ccbr.utoronto.ca/.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Collection of RNA–small molecular ligand
interactions
Figure 1A shows a flowchart of how we collected the RNAs
and the bound small molecules from three sources: PDB
(386 pairs), R-BIND (67 pairs), and Inforna (388 pairs)
(Berman et al. 2000; Disney et al. 2016; Morgan et al.
2019). The R-Bind database manually curates RNA–small
molecule interacting pairs from the literature, while the
Inforna database contains microRNA and small molecule
interactions determined from two-dimensional combinatorial screening (2DCS). Although R-Bind and Inforna do
not contain 3D structure information, they are still useful
for our purpose. The details of data collection are described in Materials and Methods.
RNAmigos is a recently published method that models a
ligand binding pocket as a graph and uses deep learning to
predict RNA and small molecule ligand binding preferences (http://rnamigos.cs.mcgill.ca) (Oliver et al. 2020).
There are several differences between RNAmigos and
RNALigands in how the respective training set was collected: (i) RNALigands excludes PDB entries that contain peptides, for example, ribosomes and spliceosomes; (ii)
RNALigands only keeps nucleotides from a single RNA
chain while RNAmigos allows 3D ligand binding pockets
consisting of nucleotides from multiple RNA chains; and
(iii) RNAmigos only curates 3D structures from PDB while
RNALigands curates secondary structures. There are also
subtle differences in how the ligand-interacting nucleotides are identified as RNAmigos and RNALigands, as
these two softwares use different distance thresholds. In
the end, the training set of RNAmigos contains 773 ligand–RNA pairs while RNALigands has 841 pairs.

Classification of RNA secondary structural motifs
Figure 2 shows an example of RNA secondary structure,
consisting of four different types of secondary structure
motifs: hairpin, internal loop, bulge, and multibranch
loop. A hairpin is a single-stranded loop closed by a
base pair. An internal loop or a bulge is a single-stranded
loop surrounded by stems: An internal loop contains unpaired nucleotides on both sides of the stem, while a bulge
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the same ligand. Next, in each group,
we removed the RNA–ligand pairs
A
that were present in our database.
Note that in our curation step we removed those RNAs that have >95%
sequence identity, therefore these
B
previously removed RNA–ligand pairs
could serve as a good benchmark test
set to compare RNALigands with other methods. This benchmark test set
contained 115 entries and is listed in
Supplemental Table S3. We were
FIGURE 1. Flowchart of the data collection and query pipelines implemented in RNALigands.
able to correctly predict the bound li(A) Data collection procedures, (B) ligand query pipeline.
gands for 89 of these 115 entries
(77%) by using RNALigands software
and the curated RNA ligand database, which compares faonly has unpaired nucleotides on one side of the stem. A
vorably with RNAmigos (Table 1).
multibranch loop is the junction region of multiple stems,
which is composed of multiple closing base pairs and unpaired nucleotides. The current version of RNALigands database (January 2021) contains 156 hairpins, 176 bulges,
Case studies
313 internal loops, and 80 multibranch loops. We further
Having demonstrated the effectiveness of RNALigands on
classified these loops according to criteria such as the
the benchmark data set, we next tested the RNALigands
length of the unpaired nucleotides in the loop region,
server by choosing α-synuclein mRNA 5′ UTR as a worked
types of unpaired nucleotides, and types of base pairs.
example. It was reported in early 2020 that the ironDetails are listed in Supplemental Material and on the
responsive element (IRE) in the 5′ UTR of this mRNA transerver website.
script is targeted by a small molecule (Zhang et al. 2020).
However, due to the recency of this publication, as of
December 2020 this interaction had not been curated in
Query the database for potential
any of the RNA–ligand databases, which made it an ideal
RNA motif–ligand interactions
test case. We used RNALigands and identified six secondFigure 1B shows the query pipeline of RNALigands, which
ary structural motifs from this RNA sequence, including
takes as input an RNA sequence and predicts its secondary
one hairpin, two internal loops, and three bulge loops
structure by using RNAfold (Gruber et al. 2008). The default
(Fig. 3). Querying RNALigands with these motifs returned
parameters are used and G:U base pairing is allowed. Users
a potential ligand for each of these secondary structure
also have the option of providing their own secondary structure predictions as input. At this moment, only a single
structure with minimum energy is considered from the input
sequence, but structure ensembles will be considered in the
future. The predicted secondary structure is then examined
by an in-house developed algorithm to identify secondary
structure motifs in an approach similar to what was described in a previous study (Liu et al. 2016). These secondary
structural motifs are then compared to the motifs stored in
the database and similarity scores are calculated, which requires the motifs to have identical topology. A detailed definition of motif alignment scores between RNA motifs can
be found in Materials and Methods. The matched RNA motifs and curated small molecule ligands stored in the database are provided as output.

Testing on a benchmark data set
We reexamined the RNA–ligand structure entries in the
PDB and grouped these entries into groups that have

FIGURE 2. Example of RNA secondary structural motifs (GenBank:
X06054.1:c711-638 Sulfolbus solfataricus genes for tRNA-Val).
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motifs, including a small molecule “Compound 1” for the
bulge motif. This candidate RNA–small molecule interaction was based on an entry in our database curated from
an earlier publication in which “Compound 1” was found
to bind to a bulge loop on the mRNA of gene MAPT (mutated microtubule-associated protein tau) (Luo and Disney
2014). It is worth noting that this “Compound 1” was validated binding to IRE of the α-synuclein mRNA 5′ UTR, as
we described above. We subsequently verified that these
two RNA sequences, α-synuclein and MAPT, indeed share
a similar RNA bulge structure, which are potentially targeted by the same small molecule ligand.
We also tested the 5′ UTR of the SARS-CoV-2 genome
sequence on the RNALigands server. The SARS-CoV-2 virus genome sequence and annotations were downloaded
from NCBI (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sars-cov-2/). A
total of 30 RNA secondary structure motifs were identified
from the 10 stem–loop regions (SL) in the viral genome and
were queried against the database. As shown in
Supplemental Figure S3, the server returns matched secondary structure motifs and ligand pairs for 19 of the
30 input motifs. Interestingly, ligand SAM (S-adenosylmethionine) is involved in viral mRNA 5′ capping and binds to
two non-structure proteins, nsp10 and nsp16 (Lin et al.
2020). Further investigation and molecular modeling on
these potential ligands are warranted.

Interface of RNALigands server
Figure 4 shows the web interface and results page of the
RNALigands server. Users have the option of providing
RNA sequence alone or RNA sequence together with secondary structural information. If the secondary structure is
not provided, the RNALigands server provides RNAfold as
an optional prediction method (Gruber et al. 2008). The input sequence is limited to 10–500 nt long. The matched
RNA loops are presented in both graphic and dot-bracket

TABLE 1. Results of benchmark test on PDB entries
RNALigands
TP

89

19

FP
Precision

26
0.774

96
0.165

(TP) True positive, (FP) false positive, (Precision) TP/(TP + FP).

format. The entire database and a standalone package of
the ligand query pipeline can be downloaded in bulk from
the website.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Curation of RNA–small molecule interactions
Figure 1 shows a flowchart of how we collected the RNAs and the
bound small molecules from three sources: PDB (386 pairs), RBIND (67 pairs), and Inforna (388 pairs). We downloaded the entire
PDB database in August 2020 and identified 544 entries (949 RNA
chains) that contain an RNA molecule (between 10 and 500 nt in
length) and small molecule ligands. In the current version, we excluded those PDB entries that contained both proteins and RNAs
since the binding of small molecule ligands may be influenced by
the proteins. We next conducted several filtering steps to derive
the final RNA secondary structural motif–small molecule set. (i)
We first removed the PDB entries that did not contain any biologically relevant small molecules (Yang et al. 2013). (ii) We next removed those entries in which the minimal atomic distance
between RNA and small molecule was greater than 4 Å; this reduced the collection to 379 RNA chains. (iii) We used CD-HIT to remove those RNA chains that have sequence identity >95% (Fu et al.
2012); identical small molecules in identical binding modes were
also removed. We also removed those RNA fragments that did
not have any base pairings. After these filtering steps, we arrived
at a final set of 125 unique and representative RNA chains and
149 small molecules from PDB. A summary of these RNA structures

FIGURE 3. Test case on α-synuclein mRNA.
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and small molecule ligands is provided in Supplemental Tables S1
and S2. We next generated RNA secondary structures from 3D
structures by using RNAview (Yang et al. 2003) and used an in-house
software to identify RNA secondary structural motifs that have physical interaction with the small molecule ligands, which requires minimal distance between motifs and ligand to be less than 4 Å (Yang
et al. 2003). A final set of 386 RNA secondary structural motif and
small molecule pairs was obtained from PDB.
R-Bind is a literature-curated database, containing 104 RNA
and small molecule pairs that have demonstrated biological activity (Morgan et al. 2019). It provides the name and class of the
RNA, the name and molecular properties of the small molecule,
and the binding region on the RNA. After removing overlapping
entries with PDB and Inforna, we derived 67 RNA secondary structure motif and small molecule interaction pairs from R-Bind.
The Inforna database contains 1936 experimentally determined RNA secondary structural motif–small molecule interactions, including 244 unique small molecules and 1331 RNA
secondary structure motifs (Disney et al. 2016). After removing redundant and identical entries, we retained 388 unique RNA secondary structural motif and small molecule pairs.

Classify RNA 3D structures into secondary
structural motifs
The key to our approach is to represent the ligand binding pockets as RNA secondary structural motifs so that we can reliably
compare an input query sequence with the database and identify
potential ligand binding sites. We first used RNAview to generate

A

secondary structures from tertiary structures. A locally developed
Perl script was used to examine the dot-bracket file to extract secondary structural motifs. As shown in Figure 2, these motifs were
classified into four categories including hairpin loop, internal
loop, bulge loop, and multibranch loop, following the convention
previously described (Liu et al. 2016). When classifying different
secondary structure motifs, we only included the nucleotide pairs
immediately adjacent to the opening of the loop. The code of the
motif extraction algorithm can be found on the RNALigands website and on GitHub (https://github.com/SaisaiSun/RNALigands).

RNA secondary structure motif alignment algorithm
Our RNA secondary structure motif alignment algorithm is motivated by the Needleman–Wunsch algorithm and considers both
RNA sequence identity and secondary structure information
(Needleman and Wunsch 1970). The nucleotide substitution matrix, the base pair substitution matrix, and the cost of unpaired
loops are derived from FOLDALIGN (Havgaard et al. 2005). Only
motifs belonging to the same type are aligned. The motif alignment algorithm consists of three components: alignment of unpaired nucleotides based on dynamic programming, scoring of
substitutions of base pairs, and scoring of alignment of loops.
In Equation 1, SNW represents the Needleman–Wunsch alignment
score, where Ssingle is the nucleotide substitution and GapPenalty is
the gap cost in the loop of two aligned motifs. For hairpin loop, internal loop, bulge loop, and multibranch loop, we used Equations
2, 3, 4, and 5 to calculate the similarity score of two motifs, respectively. Sbp is the closing base pair substitution in the two motifs;
Δcostlength is the deviation of the costs of two loops.

B

FIGURE 4. The interface page (A) and results page (B) of RNALigands server.
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SNW = optimal
Ssingle − GapPenalty
Shp = SNW + Sbp + Dcostlength

(1)
(2)

Sil = SNW + Sbp1 + Sbp2 + Dcostlength

(3)

Sbl = SNW + Sbp1 + Sbp2 + Dcostlength

Sml = SNW +
Sbp

(4)
(5)

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
Supplemental material is available for this article.
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me curious, despite the fact that it only contains four types of
nucleotides.

What are the major results described in your paper
and how do they impact this branch of the field?

Are there specific individuals or groups who have influenced
your philosophy or approach to science?

We built the first RNA motif and small molecule interaction database and proposed a searching pipeline for RNA ligands based
on motif alignment. The database can be a resource for RNA
drug discovery research. Furthermore, the web server can provide
hit ligands of any query (RNA only) with sequence information,
which can provide a reference for RNA drug screening.

Professor Jianyi Yang has influenced me the most. He works hard
and has a strict attitude to research. He taught me to be patient
and think more when results are not as expected. In addition,
Professor Zhaolei Zhang influenced my research perception. He
made me realize that doing research should be one thing significant to our lives.

What led you to study RNA or this aspect of RNA science?

What are your subsequent near- or long-term
career plans?

In the beginning, I was attracted by the mystery of the RNA folding
mechanism. Then, after I got to know a little about RNA secondary
and tertiary structures, the complexity of the RNA structure kept
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I will keep exploring RNA structures and studying the molecular interactions important for RNA structures.
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